HANSA QUALITY FITTINGS
FOR INNOVATIVE BATHROOM
AND KITCHEN ENVIRONMENTS

GENER ATION

AN INTERNATIONAL PL AYER THROUGH ITS MEMBERSHIP OF THE OR A S
GROUP, A CORPOR ATION WITH T WO STRONG BR ANDS: HANSA AND OR AS.
Hansa Armaturen GmbH is one of the top three sanitary fittings manufacturers in
Germany and Austria, with subsidiaries and agencies in more than 60 countries.
Founded back in 1911, the company has been specialising in high-end sanitary
fittings since 1950. In September 2013 the Stuttgart-based company merged
with Finnish sanitary fittings manufacturer Oras – the market leader in Northern
Europe – to create the new Oras Group.
The Group is the market leader in the Nordic countries and a leading player in
Central Europe, with production facilities at four European locations in Germany,
the Czech Republic, Poland and Finland. The Oras Group, which employs its own
workforce on 20 markets, is part of the family company and industrial owner Oras
Invest.
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NEW PRODUCTS

GENER ATION
INNOVATION
New products. New competencies.

QUALITY

New possibilities.

Uncompromising. Holistic. Tangible.

INTELLIGENCE
Understand. Connect. Change.

QUESTION
Surprise. Inspire. Amaze.

IDENTITY
Character. Distinctiveness. Trust.

QUINTESSENCE
Responsibility. Reliability. Experience.

The drive to keep thinking ahead, to keep changing things, to keep coming up with new
developments, is an essential characteristic of the HANSA brand. That is more true than

GROUND-BREAKINGLY NEW. UNMISTAKEABLY HANSA.

ever now that HANSA is part of the Oras Group: It is a melting pot of competencies.
It is a convergence of synergies. It is an innovative, ground-breaking force, growing ever
stronger and more dynamic. The result is an entirely new generation of products: more
clever, more flexible, and more convenient than ever before – yet always unmistakeably
HANSA . Our GENERATION IQ is being introduced into private bathrooms and kitchens,
into public facilities, and into the care sector.
In all its applications, it is changing the way we look at – and use – sanitary fittings.
GENERATION IQ incorporates new-style concepts as well as surprising enhancements
of familiar products. Experience fascination! Discover the possibilities!
You can also visit us at www.hansa.com/generation-iq.

HANSA MUR ANO X

HANSA SIGNATUR

HANSAT WIST
side operated

HANSA MATRIX
with control technology

HANSA FIT
Bidet t a

HANSA LOF T
sensory

HANSA FIT
H Y BRID

NATURE BROUGHT TO LIFE IN DOORS: HANSAMUR ANO X
All you have to do to regulate
the water temperature is

Elemental and high-tech; the freedom of nature in a stylish interior: HANSAMUR ANO X

gently tap the temperature
markers with your finger.

brings opposites together. Effortlessly. Uncompromisingly. As the architecture cultivates

Blue and red lights act as

the open water, so the water brings life to the clear structures of the architecture.

unambiguous visual

Intelligent interplay of different elements is the fitting‘s guiding principle. It underpins

indicators.

the philosophy of its design and its operator control concept. The central element is the
seemingly floating metal and glass body, which serves as both the control and the water
outlet. And just as fascinating as the user‘s interaction with the fitting is the way the
water emerges: as a wide, transparent gush; gentle and soft as if from a fresh spring;
clear and precise as if styled by a designer.
Controlled by an invisible electronic unit, HANSAMUR ANO X offers intelligent comfort,
pure experience and the luxury of perfect formal simplicity.
A strong personality, highly independent in character, yet unmistakeably at home within
The experience of light, colour and water: Controlled by

the HANSA|EDITION premium segment.

sensors built-in to the glass panel, HA NSA MUR ANO X
reacts in two stages when you move towards it.
First a soft light comes on by way of welcome. When
your hands get close to the fitting, it starts its flow, the
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COLOUR

light impressively illuminating the clear curtain of water.

Despite its styling as a
solitary element, seemingly
floating in isolation,
HANSA MUR ANO X is
continually interacting.
Its design is symbolic of
that characteristic. With
its transparent glass panel,
sandwiched by two highgloss chrome elements,
HANSA MUR ANO X
reflects its surroundings
and visually breaks down
barriers. Reflective and
integrating, it acts as an
interface linking nature
and the interior, people
and technology.
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WATER. LIGHT. COLOUR. HANSA|EDITION
HANSAC AN YON draws its power and magic from
the interplay of elements: the dynamic water coming up
against the static material. The slim, monolithic body of
the HA NSAC AN YON guides the water flow, accompanied
by spectacular light, colour and mirroring effects.
„Experience Water“ is our

With HANSAMUR ANO X the
HANSA|EDITION range has now been

philosophy.
HANSA LATRAVA is the
fitting which takes that

reinvigorated.

philosophy to a new peak.

The exclusive segment with its solitary

HANSA LATRAVA is

fittings has established itself as the

original in its styling, and in

supreme embodiment of HANSA’s

its orchestration of water.

incomparable – an icon,

philosophy: Water is set free, to stage
spectacles and reveal its qualities at the
highest level. Unifying design and function,
HANSA|EDITION fittings embody a
visionary idea realised with uncompromising style: Each of them is archetypal
in its own unique way.
And state-of-the-art technology also
plays a key role in HANSA|EDITION,
implementing its unconventional
operator control concepts and bringing
special effects to life. Nevertheless, the

As a state-of-the-art

electronic controls needed to orchestrate

interpretation of historic

the dramatic water show are always

wells, HA NSA MURANO

integrated organically into the product –

modern-day bathing

compact units hidden away from view.

culture. Often copied,

Thus ensuring perfect functionality and

true original. Its water play

simultaneously providing maximum creative
freedom.

embodies the essence of

HANSA MURANO is the
draws us under its spell:
still – and in the echoes of
its origins, more than ever.
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THE AESTHETICS OF A NEW INTELLIGENCE:
HANSA SIGNATUR

There is nothing comparable: HA NSA SIGNATUR H Y BRID
works manually using the lever or by non-contact sensory
operation. Water at the pre-set temperature automatically
flows when your hands are detected by the sensors. That is
comfortable and hygienic, and saves water and energy.

Hygiene from head to toe, in complete comfort: The Bidetta
hand shower – also available with remote operating option –
is a mobile water source fitted beneath the washbasin which
extends the usage range of the fitting to a 1.5 m radius.
Whether for washing your hair, for intimate hygiene in place
of a bidet, filling tall containers, or cleaning dirty objects:
HANSA SIGNATUR with Bidetta gives you supreme
flexibility.

A smart choice nowadays is a multi-dimensional one, blending together pleasure and good conscience; aesthetics and intelligence –
the choice for a generation of fittings adhering to the principle of fusion, not exclusion.
HANSA SIGNATUR is the protagonist of that generation: visionary, smart, unique. Never before has a range of fittings been so
entirely focused on the needs of progressive-thinking users. The dual structure of the HANSA SIGNATUR washbasin fitting, with
its separate lever and spout layout, is strictly ergonomic in design and translated into an orgametric formal language.
The organic fusion of precise geometric shapes creates a look which has never been seen before.
With its likewise dualistic, intuitive operator control concept and intelligent applications, HANSASIGNATUR is changing our
definition of the word “fitting” – and above all the way in which we will use water in the bathroom in future: maximum comfort,

Always different, never the same: HA NSA SIGNATUR

controlled, flexible, sustainable.

And with every turn of the spout, every setting of the

opens up a different perspective from every angle.
lever, the expressive fitting reveals a new form.
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FOLLOW YOUR INTUITION:
IN THE HANSASIGNATUR BATHROOM

HANSA MATRIX with

Translating the intelligent HANSASIGNATUR concept from the washbasin to all
areas of the bathroom, the fitting finds its ideal partner in the latest generation of the
HANSAMATRIX concealed component system.

control technology
completely redefines user
comfort. The Tiptronic
control buttons are intuitive
to operate – and raise
awareness of the use of

Unchanged in structure, logic and layout, HANSAMATRIX for the first time utilises

water based on visual

mains-powered intelligent electronics with control technology hidden behind the wall.

indicators

This provides the basis for an entirely new, intuitive way of controlling bath and shower
fittings – and so creates an entirely new way of using water, enjoying its sensuality, yet
conscious of the need to use it rationally.
The minimalist, strictly geometric design of the electronically controlled HANSAMATRIX
components is compatible with multiple ranges. This makes it possible to combine
matching products from the HANSA|LIVING segment, creating significantly more
freedom of design planning.
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:
HANSA|LIVING SENSORY FIT T INGS
All the ranges within the HANSA|LIVING
segment have a distinct formal character and
offer extensive options for design planning.
Now that special design quality has been
perfectly combined with a new functional
quality: touchless sensory operation.
The innovative electronic washbasin fittings
of the HANSALOF T, HANSALIGNA and
HANSA STEL A ranges are united by a
fascinating style – and by their promise of
maximum comfort.
The sensory operation of the fittings is not
just convenient, hygienic and safe however.
It helps above all to conserve valuable
resources, enabling users to incorporate
awareness of ecological concerns into their
everyday lives without need for aesthetic
compromise.
It is the holistic approach which is characteristic of the ranges in the HANSA|LIVING
segment.
The electronically controlled variants of
HANSALOF T, HANSALIGNA and
HANSASTELA add a further dimension to it.

HANSA LOF T sensory

As each of the new electronic fittings – here

When your hands approach the sensor-controlled fittings –

In the HA NSA LOF T sensory range, intelligent technology

HANSA STEL A – embodies the characteristic design of

here HA NSA LIGNA – water flows automatically: always

not only implements the expressive design, it highlights it

its range, the unmistakeable design context is retained

exactly at the pre-selected temperature; always exactly at

even more strongly.

throughout the bathroom.

the rate required.
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eLECTRONIC. eFFICIENT.
eFFORTLESSLY CLeVER:
HANSASENSeTION

HANSACONCERTO is a

With its electronic control

highly versatile range which

and high-tech look,

meets even very specialised

HANSA FOR SENSES

requirements, such as in

delivers holistically modern

public facilities or in the care

showering pleasure.

sector.

Another new feature is the

The new features within the

shower system in exclusive-

range also include this cold

looking black.

water-only fitting.

HANSAL ANO is a supremely

The now expanded

elegant and user-friendly

HANSA FIT range incorpo-

solution for the modern

rates clever solutions for

private bathroom.

“vital living“ in all areas of

private and public facilities. But all HANSASENSeTION fittings have one thing in common: they offer

the bathroom: ergonomically

intelligent functionality which greatly enhances levels of comfort and convenience for the user. That is

optimised throughout, easy

particularly true of the non-contact sensory HANSA SENSeTION models. These clever electronic fittings

to use, offering maximum
safety.

They feature different operator control concepts, are very varied in their styling, and can be used for both

are easy to use and environmentally friendly, so making a daily contribution to a more ecologically aware
lifestyle. You save water and energy every time you use them.
All four ranges in the latest HANSA SENSeTION segment also incorporate lots of new design and
functional variants for the bathroom and kitchen, as well as for public facilities. And of course, all
HANSA SENSeTION ﬁttings are just as reliable and durable as you would expect from HANSA products.
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eco

38°

GENER ATION
HANSAFIT sensory

ONE RANGE. LOTS OF FUN CTIONS.
FOR ALL GENER ATIONS. H ANSAFIT

Ingenious: The Tiptronic Flex button can be positioned
anywhere on the washbasin, and works like a remote control.
When it is pressed, pre-mixed water flows out at a pleasant
temperature, without having to open the fitting. This is a
highly user-friendly feature for children and older people
especially, because it makes the water flow easy to start
and stop.
An additional safety feature is the automatic stop after
6 seconds by default. The stop can be set to a custom time
between 4 and 15 seconds

HANSAFIT is a range of fittings which offers a surprising and impressive diversity of
choice. The now expanded range incorporates clever solutions for multi-generational
bathing: ergonomically optimised throughout, easy to use, offering maximum safety.
The highly versatile HANSAFIT really shows all its capabilities at the washbasin.
Alongside a sensory electronic fitting, there are three lever mixer variants: the “classic“;
with a separate Tiptronic-Flex pushbutton for user-friendly remote control; and with the
Bidetta hand shower.
All variants feature the new-style special lever in contrasting colour with non-slip,
insulating soft-touch surface finish. Pressing the ECO button reduces the water flow
rate by 50% to an economical 6 litres per minute.
Important for people with allergies: HANSAFIT washbasin fittings have a low lead
content and surfaces in contact with drinking water do not have a nickel coating.
The HANSAFIT range offers well-conceived complementing products for the bathtub
and shower, delivering perfect solutions for “vital living“ everywhere in the bathroom.
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* Brass in contact with drinking water contains less than 0.3% lead.

Perfect hygiene from head to toe: The

To direct the water flow to the mobile hand shower, open

Bidetta hand shower is installed at the

the lever on the washbasin fitting and set the water flow rate

washbasin, opening up an entirely new

and temperature as you want. Take the Bidetta hand shower

range of potential applications.

out of its holder, press the tactile soft-touch button on the

The mobile water source extends the

shower body, and the water starts to flow.

range around the washbasin to a radius

As soon as you release the button the water flow is directed

of 1.5 metres, offering plenty of scope

back into the washbasin.

for many versatile uses. Whether for

The remotely operated variant of the Bidetta hand shower is

convenient intimate hygiene, washing your

an additional comfort option. With it, you do not have to

hair, or cleaning dirty objects: the clever

open the washbasin lever to make the water flow. Just take

Bidetta hand shower gives you supreme

the mobile shower out of its holder and press the button.

flexibility.
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COMFORT FROM A NEW SIDE: THE SIDE OPER ATED
HANSA|HOME FIT TINGS FOR THE BATHROOM
What makes the ranges in the HANSA|HOME segment so popular is that
they focus on the essentials. Comfort and convenience are key – and highly
individual – factors. Personal needs have to be met, and the conditions of the
specific installation have to be considered. To provide as much flexibility as
possible, some HANSA|HOME ranges offer a variety of different fittings
specially for the washbasin. You can choose between classic lever mixers,
electronically controlled variants, generously proportioned XL versions and –
now completely new – the state-of-the-art side-operated models of the
successful HANSAT WIST, HANSAVANTIS and HANSAPRIMO ranges.
With their operating levers offset to the side, larger projections and
correspondingly more room for the hands, these contemporary fittings
offer lots of practical benefits and are very pleasurable to use.
Design in tune with personal tastes, optimally combined with the washbasin,
and closely co-ordinated functionality: creating perfectly tailored comfort for
everyday enjoyment.

Ni

HANSATWIST

HANSATWIST XL

HANSAT WIST
side operated

HA NSA not only offers you a choice of wide-ranging
designs. Different operator control concepts, lever variants,
Side operated fittings are very popular.

HANSAVANTIS

The tall, swivelling spouts allow for more room beneath the

Because what looks attractive also proves its worth in daily

fitting. Whether to wash your hands or fill kettles and pans:

use: Surfaces stay clean and bright longer because the water

you have all the space you need.

functions and sizes enable you to find just the right fitting to

HANSAPRIMO

meet your personal comfort needs.

dripping from your hands is kept away from them. That is
hygienic, makes cleaning easier, and is a pleasure to see –
every day, and well into the future.
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HANSATWIST

HANSATWIST

NEW VARIET Y
IN THE KITCHEN

The extraordinary quality of HANSAFIT is also demonstrated
by the fittings it offers for the kitchen. The distinctive
HANSAFIT HYBRID fitting has already firmly established itself in
the kitchen as an innovative all-rounder offering multiple benefits.
It can be operated manually, or optionally offers a touchless
sensory function. It provides a 10-second flow of pre-mixed,
temperature-regulated water – ideal for a quick hand-wash,
and perfect for hygienic working.
A new – and not just visually appealing – feature is the lever mixer
with the typical HANSAFIT lever and “overhead“ 120° swivelling
spout. The 217 mm projection offers plenty of room beneath the
The HANSAT WIST, HANSAVANTIS and

fitting for filling tall containers for example.

HANSAPRIMO kitchen classics now come
in new variants featuring side operation –
functionally and visually attractive alter-

eco
The new remote control solenoid shut-off

natives to the conventional operator

valve for the dishwasher or washing machine

control concept. With larger projections

provides an all-round good feel. A press of
the Tiptronic-Flex button opens the valve for

and correspondingly more room for the

3 or 12 hours. After that time the valve closes

hands, these contemporary fittings offer

automatically, safely isolating the connected

lots of practical benefits and are very
pleasurable to use.

appliance from the water.
The button can be placed anywhere in the
kitchen.
The non-range-specific shut-off valve can be
combined with any kitchen fittings. It can be

HANSAPRIMO

HANSAVANTIS
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connected to both hot and cold water
directly at the angle valve.
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HANSA – THE PROFESSIONALS’ PARTNER.
HOSPITALIT Y
Fittings in hotels and restaurants must
conform to the house style as well as
operating efficiently.
Demands which the HANSA portfolio
comprehensive meets. The three segments
offer you fittings for a wide variety of
design needs: from modern
HANSAMIX

HANSA|HOME classics and electronic
HANSA SENSeTION variants, through the
individualised HANSA|LIVING ranges with

HOUSING INDUSTRY

their extensive design potential, to the

HANSA has been a professional partner to the housing sector for decades. We possess

premium fittings of the exclusive

the solid experience of a full-range vendor allied to unique know-how accumulated

HANSA|EDITION range.

through the many projects we have realised. High quality-oriented contractors, especially,

HANSA guarantees consistently high

appreciate and utilise that expertise: It is not without reason that HANSA has for

quality whichever you choose. Economical

decades been a preferred brand in the sanitaryware trade. What HANSA also has

in consumption, efficient in operation,

to offer you as a result is above all expertise and assurance – in planning, consulting,

durable and easy to maintain, HANSA

buying, and service support.

fittings are ideal for use in public facilities.

HANSACANYON

HANSASTELA sensory

HANSAUNITA shower system

HANSALOFT sensory

HE ALTH C ARE
HANSA is a well-renowned manufacturer
of specialist fittings for the sensitive care
sector. Our products are designed for use
in hospitals, care homes and rehabilitation
clinics, where stringent hygiene standards
and the particular needs of users impose
high demands on the installed fittings.
Our high levels of technical expertise
guarantee safety and comfort in supreme
HANSA quality – from the materials for
optimal drinking water hygiene through to
the detailing which assures ergonomic
styling allied to flawless hygiene.

HANSACONCERTO mix water fit ting

PUBLIC DOMAIN
HANSAMEDIJET FLEX

Electronically controlled fittings are the perfect choice for the public domain: Their
sensory control ensures optimal hygiene, while the electronics provide for economical
and ecologically sustainable operation. The broad portfolio of HANSA electronic fittings
additionally scores in terms of diversity, incorporating low-maintenance, robust technology
and featuring outstanding material quality capable of withstanding even the toughest
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challenges. Alongside its proven fittings for washbasins, as a completely new feature
HANSA now also offers an electronically controlled shower panel for public shower
rooms as well as a state-of-the-art urinal controller.

HANSAFIT sensory

HANSACARE

HANSAMINIMAT

HANSAMEDIPRO (right)

